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Stalker jailed
for a year
Additional charges pending
Meghan Gourley
John R. Thome
<Clhe Carroll News
MeJhan Gourley

Jon Killian's court appearance was a result of his 14th criminal
charge since he began stalking a JCU student.

Convicted stalker Jon Killian
was sentenced Dec. 30 to one year
in the Lake County Jail by visiting

Crank caller cancels classes
Derek Diaz
News Editor

Amid the record-breaking cold
temperatures that gripped Greater
()evelandlastVVednesday,aJohn
Carroll University student, impersonating a JCU official, allegedly telephoned a local television
station and convinced station perlion of day classes at Carroll.
Around5:40a.m. Wednesday,
various local media including
WEWS Channel 5 began reporting that Carroll had closed. Shortly
thereafter,campussecuritynoticed
the false report and notified university officials. JCU administrators later authorized local media
to announce that John Carroll
would indeed hold classes that
day.
According to Dean of Students
Joe Farrell, one suspect, a JCU
student, has been identified and
will appear before the University
Hearing Board for allegedly
making the fictitious call to cancel
school.
Farrell noted that at the time
tbe student was allegedly very
drunk and very lucky.
"[The suspect] just happened
to call at the right time," Farrell
said. "ChannelS deferred the call
to a central serv1ce that handles alI
school cancellations. The student
then allegedly gave a phony code
number to the service. The employee never bothered to check
the number, which wasn't even
close. and then the service announced that JCU had canceled
classes."
When the cancellation message
appeared on local television, JCU
officials took several courses of
action.
Director of Residence Life
Donna Byrnes, seeing the message, figured that someone had
failed to caJI her about the closing.
"At 6:15 a.m . Wednesday

morning, I saw on television that
JCU had apparently canceled
classes," Byrnes said. "I thought
that it was strange that I hadn't
been informed, but that could
happen if things got really hectic."
Byrnes explained that she then
called Murphy Hall Director
Eleanor Fi ngerto begin the process

the information," Bokman said. "I
then asked them to announce that
John Carroll would indeed bold
classes. I strongly suspect that they
had mistakenly released the cancellation order and quickly called
it back when they realized that an
incorrect code had been given."
According to Academic Vice

mation to students via signs in the
residence halls. Later when officials discovered the phony cancellation order, Byrnes instructed
residence assistants to change the
signs to notify students that school
had not been canceled.
Director of Public Affairs
Roberta L. Bolonan said that she
called Cleveland Metrotraffic
Control at 6:25 a.m. to discover
why radio and television stations
were announcing that John Carroll
had closed.
"[Metrotraffic Control] admitted that someone had called and
given a phony cancellation code,
but they denied that they sent out

the university official who ultimately makes the decision to cancel school, weather conditions last
Wednesday did not merit shutting
down the University.
"Yes, it was very cold,"
Wertheim said, "but the students
don't have to walk for miles to get
to class. Also the roads were
passable and snow accumulation
from Tuesday night was minimal."
Wertheim said that concerned
students were told to use their best
judgment about coming to school
and not to endanger themselves
unnecessarily.
Wertheim decided to cancel
See CALLER, page 5

New tuition hike
slated for •94-•95
Derek Di.'ll!a~z--~--
NewsEditor

The old adage "what goes up
must come down" is true for everything on earth, except for college tuitions.
At its December meeting, the
John Carroll University Board of
Trustees approved a 4.5 percent
increase in tuition and room and
board charges for the 1994-95
school year. The $610 increase in
tuition fees and $100 increase in
room and board charges will push
the total cost of education for fuJItime, on-campus stucjents to
$17,250.
The increase, according to Vice
President for Business Ed

Schaefer, will generate an additional $2 million in revenue that
will fund additional financial aid
for students and higher salaries
for employees.
''The largest part of the revenue
will go toward increased financial
aid for students," said Schaefer.
"Faculty salaries are also included
into the revenue, because John
Carroll must offer high salaries to
attract and retain quality professors."
Schaefer explained that he and
various University officials agree
upon budget increases after
heavily examining such factors as
inflation, department proposals,
See TUffiON, page 5

judge Manuel M. Rocker in Shaker
Heights Municipal Court.
The sentence reflects Killian's
fJTSt conviction under the Ohio
stalking law, and a Dec. 7, 1992
charge of improper handling of a
f1rearrn when be trespassed on the
JCU campus with a Colt 451oaded
with six rounds of hollow point
bullets.

stated that Killian was prohibited
from coming within I 00 feet of
Jennifer or the JCU campus, and
he was to have no contact, direct
or indirect, with Jennifer by letter,
telephone, or any other means,
according to Shaker Court documents.
However, it appears Killian is
not ready to leave Jennifer alone
since he wrote a Jeuer to her,
violating one of the terms of the
anti-stalking protection order. He
was subsequently charged Dec. 6,
1993 and scheduled to be arraigned
on J<\n. 25.
During his nearly eight week
stay at the Cleveland Psychiatric

Institute [CPI], following his Oct.
13 conviction, Killian repeatedly
attempted to contact Jennifer
through letters sent to University
Heights Police Department, The
Carroll News and to her on campus.

First conviction
On Oct. 13, 1993, Killian was
convicted of menacing by stalking
and improper handling of a firearm. Shaker Heights Municipal
Court Judge, Virgil E. Brown,sent
him to the CPI for psychiatric
evaluation and treatment. Upon
Killian's completion of treatment
he was to be released an
Against the anti-stalking protection order and while in CPI,
Killian sent a total of eight letters,
according to UHPD Det Sgt.
James B. Rohal. Rohal received
six of the letters at UHPD in which
Killian requested they be forwarded to Jennifer.
One letter was also received by
The Carroll News shortly after
Thanksgiving break. It wasn't
until Killian sent Jennifer a letter
directly to campus that police were
able to charge him with "recklessly
violating a term of an anti-stalking protection order," according
to court documents.
See KILLIAN, pageS

John Carroll tuition increases
over the last six years ...
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[iJommentary
Who's really the victim?
A JCU sophomore we call Jennifer has
literally lost the last 16 months of her life.
Wecan'tevcncallherbyhername. Shehas
no identity to us. She must hide.
Meanwhile, Jon Killian, the man ultimately responsible, now sits behind bars.
And that is a good thing. 11 is good that
Jennifer is awakened from her nightmare, at
John R.
least temporarily. Itisgood thatJenn.ifercan
Thorne
answerherphoneandnothear Jon Killian's
voice at the other end, or go to her mailbox
and find leuo-s in his haOOwriting. These are all good things, which is
""""..........~~wllm
But

what~ he ~c ? Doc~. Jon Killian deserve to be m Jail?
Should he be punished for the crime for which he was convicted? At his
sentencing, Judge Manuel Rocker stated that "I am not here just lO send
a man to jail. I am going to uy to protecl him ns well."
Granted, Jon Killian is in need ofsomethingother than ajail sentence.
Like Rocker. we believe that prison is not the place for Killian. When he
is released. he will no doubt be no more mentally or emotionally stable
than he is now.
In a year when Jennifer returns to school and Killian relUJllS to the
streets, will her nightmare begin again? If that is the case, Jennifer's
efforts to keep herself safe will have been for nothing.
The jud1cial system clrums thatl:hc mental system has failed Killian;
the mcntttl system claims the legislators' lack of funding is to blame. So
while these clash1ng systems scapegoat one another, a woman's life
remru.ns at stake Circumstances arc only worsened when we rely on
judgeswhomakcotlsidccommcntsthatK.illianshouldreceiveanaward
for having the highest Ollmbcr of charges in Shaker Heights Court
For 16 months. Jon Killian made Jennifer's life a living hell. Yet
Rocker rcsuicted her mother's comments in court to two minutes. while
appeared to c,lmfort Killian. "l fl'·cllikc Pontius Pilate sitting up here
today," Rock~.-'!' said. "l feci sorry for him (Killian)."
Who should receive our sympathy'! This man. who has controlled a
young woman's lite, wakes up every morning and apparcnUy fails to
grciS(l the impact of his actions as witn~ by h1s comment betore
Rocker that,'' Jennifer is in...idc me and I ain at peace.'
While Killian may re at pea:e. Jennifer spends every waking
moment, not to dispel the continuous sleepless mghts, thinking of who
may be around the next comer. Not many people get to say "I have my
very own c;lalker.'' And we would bet no one would want a personal
stalker. Simply talk to Jennifer. !.he will tell you.
During the sentencing, the all too famiiJar faces ofUHPD detectives,
court officials, the media, and JCU administrators assumed their positions to attend the ongomg talc of a stalker and his victim.
As he~ sentence, Rocker looked at Killian and said, "Please
don't bother anybody. Do I have your word on it?"
Wearerelyingonthewordofanlailwhohasbeenshuffiedinandout
of mental institutions, charged with 14crimes,and regrets nothing. That
in itself is a crime. One that we all will regret.

Stay inside (unless you go to JCU)
During last week's record cold, while schools, the federal government, and many businesses
were closed, John Carroll remained open.
To students living on campus, this was little more than something about which to complain.
True, newscasts warned of the dangers of stepping outside, but with proper preparation for the
weather, the walk across campus, although not enjoyable, was tolerable.
For commuters, faculty and staff members, however, corning to campus was more than an
inconvenience; it was dangerous. Those individuals whose cars did start or who were not
affected by the loss of power on Wednesday morning risked returning to cars which, by the
end of the day, had been damaged by exposure to the sub-zero temperatures.
There's more to winter safety than passable roads. The possibility of being stranded in a
parking lot, on such a cold day, with little chance of findin g a tow-truck, posed a threat to
personal safety for many individuals. Ironically, it was actually warmer during the evening
when classes were cancelled to avoid the dangers cau.sed b,y. ex.LC~meb:.lP..W~f&~M.Y!'~- ...
Once local medta reported that the umversity had been closed, it should have remained
closed. The decision to un-cancel classes left many scrambling to find care for their children
who would be home for the day and confused both students and faculty.
For years, commuters have complained about being overlooked in matters of school
cancellation. In this instance, they were overlooked in matters not only of convenience, but
also safety. In the future, school cancellations must be well-publicized and concisely decided.
Last week's certainly wasn't.

There are no staples big enough
The student directories. We've waited a semester for them. A whole semester of calling
Campus Information, running to hall lobbies to get numbers and losing little scraps of papers
with phone numbers on them. And look what we've been given.
Last year's student directories were well bound, easy to read and sturdy. This year, all that
holds 146 pages of headache-inducing print is a single staple. Ones ingle piece of metal which
barely goes through the entire directory.
This year's directory, while it does have the phone numbers of the Residence Life staff
(blurry though the} are), lacks the phone numbers of university offices which students
frequently call.
Thts ts a classic example ofeveryone assuming someone" as doing something, while no one
really was. Yes, Residence Life does have the publication of a student directory in its budget.
But. for the past two years, the Secretary of the Student Union has taken on the responsibility
of producing the directory. The precedent of Student Union responsibility for the directory
existed, although perhaps the desire to continue that precedent did not.
Members of the Student Union and Residence Life Office should have stepped across the
hall to discuss this situation and determine a solution long ago.
It' s ironic that during the year in which such efforts have been made to improve the student
phone system that one of the key elements to telephone communication - the phone numbers
themselves- has for an entire semester been ignored.
The directory never should have taken this long to be published. It's that simple.
Hit The kind soul who translated the Swahili-like print of the MAC Machine in
the RecPlex into something all of us book-buying, first-week-back-celebrating people
could understand. Miss: The doors to the RecPlex from the Belvior lot which, for no
apparent reason are chained shut. Miss: Those of us who can't remember those doors
are chained shut and try to open them every time. Miss(ing}: The exposure the John
Carroll Seismology department would have had during the California earthquake, if
~
' ------' John Carroll still had a department of seismology.

Hits&
Misses

FORUM
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letters
Bitter cold doesn't close JCU
To the Editor:
I' m ignorant, and obviously out of touch with reality.
My problem is that I don't know what it takes to close John
Carroll for a day. Apparently, a I 9 below zero temperature
with a wind chill of -55 isn 'tenough to keep the doors to our
sacred, hallowed halls locked. At ftrst, 1 figured if the
U ni versi ty Heights schools were closed due to bad weather,
JCU would follow suit. Then, I thought if some local
colleges shut down, JCU might also close. When it's so
cold that the Ice Capades postpones performances, police
don't show up for work, and the lowest blow- Denny's is
forced to close its doors - it is time to start thinking of
closi ng school.
I realize that JCU has a schedule to maintain, and I tried
to explain that to my car, but its pathetic, chill-induced
groan seemed to ask, "why are we doing this'?" Does
anyone in charge at John Carroll understand what extreme
cold docs to a car's battery? Didn't it cross their minds that
some students might be stranded in the middle of nowhere
with nothing to keep them warm but Shakespeare, The
Principles of Chemistry, and Western Civilization?
I realize that half of the student body lives on campus.
but until we start diverting parking fee proftts to a project
for tunnels connecting school and dorm, these students also
risk the slow, horrible death of freezing solid before they
can make it into one of our well-heated classrooms. I also
realize how very important attendance is on the first day of
classes, with the reading of the syllabus, 90-IOO=A, 8089=B, etc ... And what's up with the parking lot? Are we

News coverage
demonstrates irony of life
Nora Mackin
Editorial Boord Director

I went to the Cleveland PubHc Library over Christmas
Break, and I thought about irony. I wasn't reading any of
the scholarly texts which I'm sure proliferate within those
walls about that literary device and its effects on literature,
society and the universe.
As I watched homeless men idly flipping through books
whtch they· probably couldn;t even read, I stared at irony.
Stared at it. Smelled it. Sat at the table across from it.
Prefering the comfort of the library to the icy Cleveland
streets, these individuals sat in a house of knowledge and
were unable, probably, to even team anything.
As I listened to the Cleveland winds whistling through
a crack in some wall which I couldn't even see, my mind
progressed to other instances of irony I had seen during my
Christmas break.
I thought about how strange it was to hear distinguished,
Canadian Peter Jennings use the word "penis." You all
know what I'm talking about. All of us have heard the tale
ofJohn Wayne, Lorena, and their adventures with cutlery.
How could we not hear about it? The story was everywhere. And why? Why? Why, I ask you. Why?
Personally, I think it was just because all those network
anchor people were so excited that they could finally use
the word which had been so noticeably avoided when the
Bobbitt story first broke in the Fall.
Can't you just hear Petes:. Tom and the other network
boys at their weekly meetings: "President Clinton at a
Summit in Russia? Who cares!" "The rising power of an
apparent nut in the same area of the world? Big deal."
"Orphans murdered in Bosnia? Hey, they don't matter."'
''Le t's do that story, about those psychos in Virginia. the
one where we 1inally get to say THE WORD. Oh, we've
waited so long. It's finally our time to break away from all
those rules of professionalism and informational merit
they taught us in anchor-person school. Here we go Penis, Penis, Penis, Penis, Penis. Penis."'
Is it me? Or does anyone else not understand why this
story is of national significance. Never did coverage of the
Bobbitt story get beyond the "malicious wounding" of the
act itself. I didn't see any stories about spousal abuse- why
it happens, what women can do when it does happen.
Never was there a focus on how this story reflects the
increasing violence of our society.
Nope. Penis, penis. penis. That's all there was to it.
And now, John Wayne and Lorena are going to get rich
with books and appearances and the mini-series which is
no doubt being filmed even as I type.
I guess we can only hope they'll donate some of their
money to a worthy cause.

to

the

3

editor

renting space to local businesses, or did we just enroll an
extra l 000 students?
In closing, I would like to thank whoever is responsible
for closing JCU for endangering all our lives. Now, at least,
l have a clear understanding of what will close the school.
l'll expect to be there if University Heights ever experiences a Force-! 0 hurricane, roving tornadoes, softballsized hail, fallout from a nuclear weapons attack., or severe
flooding (those of us near the lake can simply hail a
helicopter from the roofs of our buildings).
I ask the students ofJohn Carro II University t(l "remember January 19, 1994," the coldest day in Cleveland's 190
year history. Remember where you were that day. And
finally, instead of that "Lobo y Olio" thing in the school's
emblem, I propose that they modify it slightly to read, "The
School Before The Students."
Stephen M. Novak
Class of 1994

Album cover create speculation
To the Editor:
I'd like to call to your attention - to everybody's
attention as a matter of fact- the picture on page I0 of the
December 9th issue of the Carroll News accompanying a
rock review. The picture, the cover of the [Afgan Whigs]
latest album, depicts a boy of seven or eight with a haunted
look on his face sitting on the edge of a bed. He has his back
to a girl or a young woman who is lying on a bed, possibly
the little boy's older sister or even his mother. All we can
see of the boy's body is his right shoulder, which is bare.
Now there are two possibilities that come readily to
mind as to why this picture was allowed to run in the CN:
whoever passed on it either has no idea of how the symbolism ofadvertising works and that the final taboo, childhood
sex, is used regularly to push products - in this case an
album- or he or she knew that sexual abuse and possible

incest were the theme of the picture but didn·t care.
In any case, I think that some explanation is due to those
of us at this University, some of the parents of young
children, who believe that thi~ sort ofjournalism is wholly
out of line under all Circumstances and especially so at a
time when the sexual exploitation of children has become
a national tragedy.
Michael Gallagher '52
Development Office
Editor's Note · Mteslw L Wilson'scmicle below is a response
to thi.~ complaint.

Student questions reason for the
$25 drop fee
To the Editor:
Jam extremely angry after paying $25 to switch one of
my classes. I am angry because I was not even in the class
but on the waiting list. All I wanted to do was get in one of
the classes. Why is it that we arc forcetl to pay $25 for
something that takes barely two minutes to do? Arc we
paying for the inconvenience of the secretary's time? I
don't think so! Are we paying for the professors' inconvenience of having to scratch our name off the list? 1 don't
think so! If we are not paying for this, what exactly are we
paying for?
Janet Watters
Class of 1995
fit<· ( ·auo/1 Xt·u·., \1 dnum·' 1.-tl<•t.., tu llll· •·•litur. '" il i' 11111· \1 a~
uf 1-.nu\littl! \\hat ~·"• Iii.•· ur di,lil;•· alwttt lh<· ll<'"'l'"t,..r.llt<·
,·;unpll'· ur lift· illl!<'tt<·ral. \\ ,. '""thai l•·ll•·r, h,· '"11111111<<1 "'
1:!:1111 p.m. \I mula~. in tl11· ( arro/1 \ , u • ullin·. In ,.ll,ttn· till it·
ptthli,·aliull. \\ ,. r..-.·n ,. lh<· rit.:hl lu <<Iii ldi<T' lur daril.' 11r
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Danger lies in imitation replacing thought
CN editor gives a misanthropic apology
Miesha L. Wilson
Entertainment Editor

When the writers of Beavis and Bullhead showed the
lni$iuided oact.oollcliaracws ~ Ur;uveaiie. ~
mania, these writers probably did not intend to encourage
small children to burn things. However, two little girls did
burn down their home after watching one fire-filled episode
When the creators of The Program created a scene in
which football players reclined admist a busy highway,
Walt Disney Corporation probably did not expect anyone
to recreate the scene. However, some midwestern, teenaged
boys did reenact scene causing Lhe death of one and the
paralyzation of another.
When N.WA. sang ''F- the police," the rappers probably did not expect to increase urban hostility toward law
enforcement officers. However, a man, inspired by N. W .A.,
did murder a police officer who had stopped him for a
traffic violation.
When, in the December 9th issue of the Carroll News,
I ran the Afgan Whigs' album cover of a prepubescent boy
getting out of bed with an equally young girl, I did not
fact , I
expect to produce a surge of pedophilia. In
have not received notice that there has been an
outbreak ofchild pornography and exploitation
directly resulting from the cover art.
However, if I did receive notice, I would
barely be surprised.

MULTI-LINGUAL
MARTI GRAS
INTERNATIONAL FOODS
CULTURAL EXHIBITS
MUSICAL GROUPS
POETRY
TALENT SHOW

FRIDAY, JAN. 28,1994
5PM-10PM
MURPHY ROOM
Sponsored by classical and modem
languages and international studies

Somehow. for some reason. the United States has becomea cultureofimitation. W e cal\ it " sampling" m mus1c.
... . ~GA ;ig,u&p'~'iiJi'PR'P'U... lJy

any name, it remains the same: unproductive parroting,
cheap copying, mindless mirroring.
We are a country of dime-store Mona Lisas in plastic,
gold-leaf frames.
Just as American art wants originality, the collective
American consciousness wants originality. Plainly, people
are becoming stupid. Instead of practicing judgment,
discernment and reason, many people just accept images
and sound-bites as indisputable truth. Rather than
questioning what they see and hear, many people simply act
it out again.
r am pleased that Mr. Michael Gallagher of the John
Carroll University Development Office reminded me w
hold my audience in a certain amount of contempt and
condescension.
In the future, I will be cautious of presenting the public
with images which, if imitate(i, may be physically or
morally detrimental.

CALLUS

~

381-5555

T•

1982 Warrensville Center Road
Ask for vour free earlic butter with vour order

----~--~,--------I Two topping Medium

Get a Large Two Toppmg
Pizza and Four cans of
Coke/Diet Coke for

I

Pizza for only

:
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I
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Severe cold damages
rooms in East Hall
Elizabeth McDonald
Forum Editor

\~
Jonalbon Holl<y

Water damaged areas on third floor East last week

When it rains, it pours. This
expression certainly rang true of
East Hall on the afternoon of
January 20, much to the chagrin of
the third noor rel;idents.
According to Residence Hall
Director Mike Schaub, above the
third noor men's side, there is an
attic, which is heated by two space
heaters. On T hursday, both the
heaters lost power and as a result,
a pipe froze and burst at approximately 2:30p.m.

Student Union secretary resigns
Confusion surrounds Delaney's departure
are going to have their normal resent," Delaney said.
ru n-ins. It was nothing signifiKangas, who also declined the
Crime Investigator
The "circumstances" are un- cant. no thing th at wasn ' t CN'sright to view theletter,stated
known surrounding the resignation handled .. .effectively."
the reasons for Delaney's resignaof the Student U nion E xecutive
''I'm not in a position to com- tion were not clear to him.
Secretary early last week.
ment on any conflicts,'' Delaney
"They arc kind of ambiguous
Mark Daniel Delaney. who was said. ·• ... who is rightlo say what's to me, too," Kangas said. "It was
appointed to the position last
wrong and what's right?"
his decision not to open up to rne. ··
March after an election produced
These conflicts. however miKangas felt that the reasons
no candidate to fi ll the position,
nor, are not being disclosed to the behind Delaney's stepping down
was only thinking of the Carroll
public, and the individuals in- from his position were not totally
community in resigning, he said.
volved are not revealing why the SU related.
Accord ing to Delaney, a letter resignation came so abruptly,
"As for the circumstances surinformingofhisresignation, which
rather they are looking toward the rounding it, I j ust thi nk be felt that
was given to both lhe president "future."
it was best for him personally,"
and the vice president of the SU,
"I hope that I can continue to Kangas said. "Ithink that he might
stated his reasons behind the well
serve the student body in what haveotherresponsibilities andj ust
thought out decision.
ever matter I can," Delaney said. felt that he wasn ' t best fulfilling
lt"is not only hard for me to do
Although Delaney originally his own personal needs by sLaying
\he action of resigning, (but) it is
granted pennission to the CN lo on as secretary."
still hard for me Lo realize that lhc
view !he leuer sen! 10 !he top exThe SU wJJI be holding nomipast is what is behind us now and ccuti ve officers in the SU, he later nations for 1994-95 executive ofthe goal that we should have is to reneged permission . He did, ficers for the second consecutive
strive for what we can do in the however, cite a passage from the week this Tuesday. Delaney had
future," Delaney said. "As far as letter.
only a few weeks left in his term
comments in the past go, I really
"It is important that the Stu- before new executive officers are
don't have that many at all. I'd dent Union senators and execu- to be elected on February 15.
reaIIy rather not make that many." tive officers, as a team, realize
According to Kangas, the SU
"There were some conflicts that that the most important people in will not see another secretary became up during the year, nothing the Union are not the senators or fore tbe election process is over.
major," SU President., Phil Kanthe executive officers, but instead There are no plans of appointing
gas said. "Just as any people
it is the students and the John someone to fill the vacant posiworking together, in any situatkm, Carroll community that they rep- tion.
''We' re sort of winding things
up and I don' t think that it will
really serve the student body if we
had to try and train someone just
for the last couple weeks," Kangas
said.
In the mean time, Kangas and
the four other executive officers
will fulfill the secretary' s responsibilities, which include recording
the minutes of each SU meeting,
as well as distributing those minutes to the university, among other
things,
Kangas said.
Why go out into the cold? Call
'Tll take on the responsibility
of making sure that all his (responsibiHties) are filled, but everyone
is willing to help out to make sure
for a HOT pizza!!!
that it goes well."
According to Kangas, the SU is
not required to fill all executive
~iiiiii;wjPiiiii~iiPiiiiiiiiiiiiiiP!iiiiiiPiiiiiiiiiii;wjiiiiiiiiiiiiPiiiiiirt~--•iiiiiPiiiPiiiriiiiiP!iil office positions, and he does not
LARGE
LARGE
X-LARGE
recall any time in the past that an
I One Topping I One Topping Pizza I Two Topping I executive officer has resigned.
1
Pizza
I and an order of I
Pizza
1
I
1 cheese sticks 1
I Tile Carroll Sews

John R. Thorne

"It was raining in the hall," said
Mike Ugljesa, the resident assistant of the noor. "The leaking
slowed down and stopped probably an hour after the pipe burst.
They just put catch bases for all
the water."
He added that there were about
seven rooms total which felt the
effects of the pipe' s bursting: 328,
329. 330. 349. 350 and 35 1.
"328 was the hardest hit and
there was no one living in that one,
lucki ly,'' said Ugljesa. "327 was
the next hardest hit, but there were
only minimal damages."
Ugljesa said there was a lot of
leakage and loss of ceiling tiles in
the majority of the rooms, but not
much damage overall.
Ugljesa also said that precautions have been taken so that such
a disaster will not happen again.
Both the heaters were on the same
circuit, which is why they both
went out at lhe same time.
He said that now, the two space
heaters are on separate circu its, so
the two will not lose power at the
same time.

"T he chances of that happening again are very slim now,'' he
said.
Todd Franco, resident of 327,
said that the water streamed from
above their doorway "like a
shower."
He said that the television in
their room was destroyed. "Our
Homeowners Insurance is supposed to cover il, but supposedly,
John Carroll might cover the deducti ble," said Franco.
Otherwise, Franco said their
carpet needs c leaned. "l t still
smells; it's all mildewy."
Schaub pointed out that "according to the Housing contract
everyone signs, John Carroll is
not liable for any damages."
Ugljesa and Schaub said that
the incident was managed so well
because of the cooperation of all
involved.
''Maintenance and housekeeping responded right away." said
Ugljesa.
"The guys lon the floor] wece
really understanding. They had
every right to be upset.''

University fills
• •
vacant postttons
Joseph M. Guay
Assistant News Editor

A nationwide search ended recentTy asFreaericltF. Travis, Clean

of tbe C ollege of Arts and Sciences, was named as John Carroll
University's new academic vice
president for the fall of 1994.
"Hopefully it won' t be a difficult transition," said Travis. ''But I

then. He bas also taught courses
in hjstory and Russian.
Nick R. Baumgartner, associate aeano e 05flegc m'A
Sciences, was appointed to replace
Travis as dean of the college.
"Dr. Travis has been an outstanding dean," said Baumgartner.
"It will be tough to fill his shoes,
but at least he will still be m y
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Counesy Public Affairs

Frederick F. Travis
would expect it will be challenging."
According to Travis, a search
was conducted by acting Academic Vice President Sally
Wertheim, who will be returning
to her position as dean- of the
Graduate School. Travis will begin his tenure on July 1.
"I'm looking forward to the
chal!enge," said Travis. "My
management style has always been
consultative, and I hope we can
continue our drive to be the best
liberal arts school in Ohio."
The academic vice president
oversees all aspects of the academic programs, communicates
with the deans, and acts for the
president in his absence.
Travis came to Carroll from
Fordham University in 1988, and
he has served as dean of the College of Arts and Sciences since

Counesy I'IJbhc Arrairs

Njck R. Baumgartner
immediate boss."
Baumgartner said the appointment came as a surprise, as
it was his intention to return as
chairman of the chemistry department.
"It was a tough decision because I thoroughly enjoy interacting with the students," said
Baumgartner.
''I •mstill teachingchemisLiy now,
but it may be difficult in the future."
Baumgartner came to Carroll in
1969 and bas been a member of
the chemistry department.
He became chairperson of the
department in 1989, and associate
dean of the college last year.
''I'm honored and I hope to do
my best," said Baumgartner. ''I'm
looking forward to communicating with the faculty, because I do
want their ideas."
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Killian to be reevaluated
continued from page 1
"Thar s the one (letter) we
charged him with,'' Rohal srud.
Killian was ordered to appear
in coun on Jan. II. 1994 for violating the order: however. the case
was continued until Jan. 25 because his auorney was unable to
contact h1m. according to Rohal.

Stalking Sentencing
On Dec. 28, 1993. while the
JCU community was on semester
break, Killian was, according to
authorities. unexpectedly released
from CPl, and held at Lake County
Jail until he appeared before visiting Judge Manuel M. Rocker in
Shaker Heights Municipal Coun
on Dec. 30.
He was scheduled to be sentenced on charges stemming from
his JCU activity.
Appearing beforethecoun in a
poignant and powerful attempt to
convince the court of her
daughter's horror. Jennifer's
mother spoke on behalfofJennifer,
who was not present at the time.
"Jon Killian has been totally,
irrationally fixated on my daughter for the past 16 months. He has
managed to frighten her beyond
description. He has total control
ofherlife," Jennifer's mother said.
"It's just a game he's playing and
it needs to stop. It's time that

CALLER
continued from page 1
...Wednesday
evening classes out
ofconcern for commuter students'
cars that might not start, she said.
"The classes at night are longer
and that means that cars have to sit
longer," Wertheim said. "I thought
that people would come out of
their night clac;ses and not be able
to stan their cars. And thus end up
stranded at 9:00 at night."
Farrell noted that the suspected
caller will appear before the University Hearing Board for charges
of "serious misconduct." Possible
punishments. Farrell said. include
expulsion, suspensiOn, and possible probation.

sent a problem they have certain
nghts," said Dunlap.
"He [Killian] also ha!> mt.~il
privileges which he 1s going to
have until he violates them 1n some
way We do not read mail that
exits this facility because you have
a right to privacy.''
Killian is being held in a block
that is more private from the oth
ers. according to Dunlap, and he IS
observed z~o less than every fifteen
minutes.

victims such as [Jennifer} have
their rights protected [Jennifer!
has a right to feel safe from psychotic individuals such as Jon
Killian. The only way she can feel
safe 1s to keep him behind locked
doors. He won't change."
Summarily cutting her off
amidst protest. Rocker reminded
the court that "we are not here to
perform a crucifixion. We're here
Stalking
to proceed according to the law
Killian invaded Jennifer's priand I will do my best according to
vacy when her nightmare began in
the law."
Prosecutor Stewan Mandel put the faJI of 1992, when Killian enit simply to the coun, "Jon Killian rolled as an undergraduate student
robbed the victim of her freedom. at Carroll.
Hisbehaviorwasobservedboth
And for that very simple reason
his freedom should be taken in and out of the classroom as
erratic by professors and Dean of
away.''
Later in an interview with the CN. Students, Joe Farrell, shonly after
Mandel's words were much more school began.
Killian began his fixation on
harsh.
through a class the two
Jennifer
"I wasthinkingoftyingttimtomy
shared
and
his obsession for her
horse and dragging him through the
began
immediately
with constant
SUl!ets in front ofJohn Carroll and say
phone
calls
and
letters.
this is what happens to people who
When Jennifer had her phone
stalk at John Car;oll," said Mandel.
number
changed the letters only
'This kid's a sick kid."
increased,
and an attempt to have
Throughout most of the session,
her
mailbox
number changed
Killian appeared dazed and finally
proved
unsuccessful
as wei I.
brought his silence to an end when he
"He
made
it
clear
he
was going
asked the judge ifhe could say someto
dominate
my
life.''
c;aid
Jennifer.
thing.
Killian
's
bizarre
behavior
"[Jennifer] isinsideofme," Killian
continued and after finding Killian
said. "And I am at peace."
Jennifer'smotherresponded. "He in the Carroll swimming pool fully
won't be at peace until he's six feet clothed, Farrell expelled him on
Nov. 3, 1992 and prohibited him
under."
Dan Dunlap, Killian was sentenced
to Lake County because of potential
problems he may have in jail.
"He has shown a propensity to
violence,''Rohal said. "You just
can't take a prisoner and put him
in a facility and not tell the people
who are running the place that
he's going to be a model prisoner."
Although Killian's communication with Jennifer through past
phone calls and letters has caused
the protection order against him.
he has the same mail and phone
privileges as any other prisoner.
"Until they [prisoners] repre-

Since that expulsion, spanning
two states and four police jurisdictions, KilJian has been charged
with four counts of criminal trespassing.. two counts of defiant
trespassing, improper handling of
a firearm. peuy theft, simple assault, contempt of court, loitering
and prowling at night, and indecent
exposure.
On Dec. 7, 1992, Killian came
to campus twice. The first time he
placed a "loaded Colt 45" on the
pavement near the guardhouse;
the gun was loaded with six rounds
of hollow point bullets. according
to UHPD records.

Through the professional camera lens
Annie Hummer
Stoff Reporter

----

A Pulitzer Prize winning photojournalist for the Cleveland
Plain Dealer guest-lectured to a
class of John Carroll student photographers on December 9.
Scott Shaw. whose photograph
of Baby Jessica McClure won the
Pulitzer Pn1c for spot news photography in 1988. spoke to Dr.
Stephenson's photojournalism
students on the last day of class of
fall semester. He provided insight
on photojournalism as a career,
and offered personal accounts as a
professional photojournalist.
"There's onl> so much you can
learn from a class,'' Shaw said. ·•If
you don't have an eye for photos,
they can't teach you that."
Shaw is living proof of a professional photographer's unique
ability to see through the eye of a

camera. S Iides Shaw presented of
his own work from his first job at
his college newspaper appeared
expert.
Said photojournalism student
Chris Lacher, "I thought his photographs showed promise early
on in his career, even in college.
Mr Shawgavealotofinsight into
an artistiC field."
lromcally, Scott Shaw had no
formal training as a photojournalist. He became interested in
photography as a teen and bought
his first camera at age 14. He
graduated from Southern lllinois
University with a degree in newseditorial journalism. He said. "I
wasn't even aJiowed to take pho·
tojournalism because they said it
would be too easy for me."
Aftergraduation,Shawworked
for newspapers in St. Louis, MO,
and Odessa, TX. IL was in Odessa

that Shaw was among the hundreds of both local and national
journalists who watched and
waited for Baby Jessica to be rescued from a well that she had
fallen mto. It took rescuers 58
hours to save Jessica.
When she finally emerged from
the well. Scott Shaw captured the
moment when all eyes were on the
scared toddler on film. This photo
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1988,
for capturing an emotional experience on film in an artistic and
sensitive way.
In 1990, Shaw and his wife
Brynne moved to Cleveland,
where they are both currently
photojournalists for the Plain
Dealer. Mr. Shaw's most recent
accomplishment is the 1993 Photojournalist of the Year Award
presented by the National Press
Photographers Association.
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Killian returned to campus four
hours later where he was detained
by JCU security until UHPD officers arrived.
Mental health S}'Stem
Despite Killian's incarceration,
Judge Rocker reiterated to the
court that jail doc~n·l necessanly
solve the problem for K1lhan
"The state of Ohio ha.\ reneged
on their dut)," sa1d Rocker ''1
think Jt'soutrageous that they send
a letter to the court and allow him
to be released, suggest h1s release.
and they recommend some pills
he should take. But who's going
to see to it that he takes those
pills?"
Killian's mother. Delores. sa1d
she is currently looking into "other·
options" for her son.
Christopher Amato, Killian's
psychiatric case manager from
Nonheast Ohio Health Services.
has been working with Killian for
the past six months and said that
Killian needs to be in an inpatient
facility where he can work with a
forensic therapist who deals with
stalking behaviors.
"He doesn't need CPl.'' said
Amato.
Acting Chief Executive Officer of CPI. Sandy Rahe, would
not comment specifically on
Killian's case, citing patient confidentiality, but expanded on
CPJ's functions.
"A common diagnosis among
the majority of patients [m CPI]
is schizophrenia. manic depression, and major depression disorders," said Rahe. "And we usc
a variety of treatments depcndmg

...

......,.,

vidual depends on whether the
crime ba felony or misdemeanor.
In the case of a felony. the
coun can order an individual to be
placed into the Mentally Disordered Offenders Program for Individuals with a severe mentaJ
illness, according to Brown .
But lor individuals convicted
ofa misdemeanor, sue~ as Killian.
Brown c;aid that there is no special
system to treat them.
"There 1s just no fundmg for
it," said Brown.

Protection order violated
Killian was scheduled to be
arraigned for violating the antistalking protection order last
Tuesday before newly elected
Shaker Heights Judge K.J . Montgomery.
The arrrugnment. however, was
continued until Feb. 8. A motion
was filed for defense counsel. Gary
W. Johnson, to be withdrawn as
counsel for Killian; ruling on this
motion was also continued until
Feb. 8.
Montgomery also ordered
Killian to have an additional psychiatric evaluat1on monitored by
the probation department within
the next 30 days.
"I am going to ask that my
probation department work with
Mr. Killian and his family in order to find an acceptable program
to evaluate him," said Montgomery.
While Killian is expected to
reappear in Shaker He1ghts Municipal Court 10 two weeks on
charges of v1olat1ng the antistalking protection order h1s c ur-

.,..o.c.

....ajliJ . . . . . . . . .

The problem still remains.
however, that while several experts
agree. Killian needs psychiatric
treatment, he has been convicted
of several crimes and faces additional charges.
Jim Brown, associate director
of Court Psychiatric Clinic, said
when someone is convicted of a
crime and in need of psychiatric
care. the help available to the indi-

30. 1994.
In the mean time, for UHPD
Det. Rohal. "If and when he does
comeback, the University He1ghts
Police Depanment is going to
protect our victim."
''I'm not going anywhere. everyone is well awareofhim,andif
need be, we'll charge him with
whatever we can, whenever. She's
going to be protected."

TUITION

tually serves as a check on us and
our figures in order to assure fairness to students."
Rev. M1chael S. Lavelle. S.L
president of John Carroll, said that
university administrators want to
keep tuition costs down.
"For the past two years. our
nonpersonnel budget has had a
zero percent mcrease," Lavelle
said. ··we make a strong el'fon to
be sensitive to the economic conditions facing the families of our
students here at Carroll ..

continued from page l
and projected financ1al rud.
"After we make our own proposal and the Finance and Audit
Committee of the Board ofTrustees compares that with their own
estimations, they check both sets
of figures and then submit a recommendation to the Board,"
Schaefer said. "The committee.
made of independent citiZens, ac-
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An imperfect Crime at very best
Kenneth Stuart levine
Spec10l to the Carroll News

Imperfection dominates the
dramatic action of Perfect Crtme,
formerly an off-Broadway murder-or suicide-thriller written by
Warren Manzi and directed by
Jeffrey Hyatt. Imperfect motivations drive imperfect people
through an imperfect plot.
Each character demonstrates a
fairly banal neurosis. The second
sceneofthesccond act opens with
thestereotypeofthe 1990's career
woman, named Margaret Thorne
Brent, watching herself on the
David Breuer Show (an excellent
parody of the Phil Donohue
Show). She simultaneously does
carpentry with a power drill and
answers four different business or
domestic related phone calls.
Being a flat caricature ofa woman,
she, of course, is vain She expresses constant concern about the
si7-t of her nose on the television
program.
During this scene, a detective,
Inspector James Ascher, walks
into the I ivi ng room of Margaret's
English mansion contesting that
her husband and her housekeeper
(a neighborhood busy body) have
been murdered. After shrewishly
offering him a bribe, she orders
her husband to enter the room. He
is apparently alive although terri-

bly hen-pecked. The imperious
woman then demands the departure of both her husband and the
policeman. The husband obediently leaves; the detective leaves
but first slaps her to the ground.
The detective will be our male
hero.
Like Margaret Thome Brem,
the detective, Inspector James
Ascher, also displays ignoble
characteristics of consuming ambition. His reflective exposition
reveals that his occupation as a
murder detective in a wealthy
Conneticut neighborhood is
wholly superiluous. His boss, who
gets interviewed on th six o'clock
news programs, finds him laughable. Ascher is a poorly dressed,
bitter man waiting forrccompense
and recognition: he uses
Margaret's case to get it His
manipulative side reveals itself in
the second act in which he seizes
Margaret to passionately kiss her.
He claims love; she claims love;
he asks her telling questions about
the murders; she exposes everything he wants to know. Margaret
is clever, but she is just a woman,
no match for the crafty Inspector
James.
In this plot of four persons, the
third most seen character is the
lunatic, Lionel McAuley, a pa
tient of Doctor Margaret Brents'.

Lionel's primary purpose within
the dramatic action centers around
doling out clues to the audience
(without Lionel the entire
disjoined, malarranged plot
structure would be inscrutable to
the audience). During a session
with Margaret, Lionel figures out
that the painting above the fireplace contains all of the answers
to murder-or suicide-mystery. He
plays a modern version of an
Eli1.abcthan wise-fool.
However, I also believe that
the author, Warren Manzi, intends
Lionel to be apart of his psychological profile of ambition. Like
W. Harrison Brent, Margaret's
husband, Lionel lives a henpecked existence with a successful and salacious wife. Through
obfuscated dialogue. the audience
learns that Lionel has been murdering hiS wife's lovers. The local
authorities have not discovered
him. The antminity causes Lionel
frustration because it is his ambition to be lauded as a great murderer. This desire for recognition
underlies all of Lionel's mad
ravings.
The last character of the play is
W. Harrison Brent, the supposedly
murdered yet seemingly alive,
husband of Margaret Brent.
Analyzing his character presents
difficulty because, to loosely

paraphrase Shakespeare, he is not
what he is. However, like Lionel
McAuley, Harrison evinces the
image of a man thwarted and decimated by a woman. In a partiCularly funny scene, Margaret authoritatively demands that
Harrison remove all of his guns
and swords from the house.
Perfect Crime has a nightmarish interweaving of past and
present making the play tedious to
follow. Understanding the plot

and solving the crime are too much
dependent upon background exposition. In disjointed dialogue,
the audience learns thatHarrison wore
a Zarro costume to a Harvard
Halloween Formal, Margaret gave
birth in a nunnery, the nosy maid saw
Harrison eat a piece of cake. All
of these things have significance,
but the jumbled plot makes these
sporadic clues virtually nonsensical. In short, Perfect Crime can
leave the audience clueless.

X marks the spot
Robert Fargo
Stoff Writer

other four King's X releases. Fortunately, the band's impressive
songwriling and musicianship
keep the album from being a boring retread of past efforts.
The first single from Dogman
is the title cut, which hits the listener in the face from the first
note, with a heavy groovy riff for
its hook. Other songs that stand
out on even the most cursory first
listen are the
ballad "Flies
and
Blue
Skies" and
"Pretend"
which features
the
album's
catchiest chorus.
With repeated
listenings.

The King's.X sound is imme·
diately identifiable-listeners familiar with the band could not
mistake one of their songs for anyone else. A distinctive combination of attention-getting vocal
harmonies, Black Sabbath-style
guitar riffs and philosophical/
spiritual lyrics has defined the band
since their first
release, 1988's
Out ofthe Silent
Planet. Though
some changes
have been made
on Dog man, the
fifth album from
King's X, that
trademark
sound has remained intact.
Since their
la!>L
rclca!>C,
,.,,.,,., . AI ..,. < R«ordong C<J<pOnlion
simply entitled
King's X. the Bassist Doug Pinnick
band
has
stopped working with manager/
producer Sam Taylor. Production
duties for Dog man were assigned
to Brendan O'Brien (Pearl Jam),
who has given the recording a
slightly more "live" feel than past
King's X albums, especially in
the percussion tones. Another
change is the fact that bassist Doug
Pinnick handles lhe lead vocals on
every track on the new release,
though guitarist Ty Tabor had often sung lead in the past.
Another small departure for the
band is that the mood of Dog man
is a bit more negative and cynical
than past recordings, with lyrics
ranging from, "They will all try to
fool you," to. "Complain, so much
easier," and, "ljustdon't care like
I used to." Though the band's
lyrics seem to be personal therapy
for their sttuggles with everyday
existence. they are both easy to
relate to and poignant.
These modifications as1de,
Dog man sounds every bit like the

most no disappointing
songs on Dogman, though
'"'Shoes" and "Cigareues" are
probably the weakest tracks. The
only downside on the album is the
fact that that there are no real
surprises; even the cover of Manic
Depression is almost expected,
considering the soulful Hendrix
influence in Pinnick's voice.
Although there are a few tiny
changes for them on Dogman,
King's X remains a band who has
an individual sound but has not
sttayed far from it at all. This
consistancy puts then in the same
category as The Ram ones and AC/
DC-not bad company although
King's X 1s capable of more.
One can only hope the next
King's X release will find the band
tak1ng their sound to the next level
instead of letting it remain virtually static as they did on Dog man.
Until then, listeners have another
very solid and passionate album
from one of today's most unique
artists, and an early contender for
those year-end, best-of lists.
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True confessions of a Stern lover

Miesha L Wilson

· Entertainment Editor

I have been a devoted listener
ofHowardStemayear. My former
boyfriend. a Ph.D candidate in
Economics at the University of
Chicago, introduced me into the
Cult of Stem in the morning. The
first skit I heard Stern perform
involved a taped message actually
from a Ku Klux Klan office
somewhere in the South. This
introduction occurred during the
Los Angeles riots. The tape began,
"Wake up, white people. The
niggers are taking over.''
Being a black: person, I did not
find this recording funny. I did
not find Howard Stern funny. I
did not find my boyfriend funny.
But I continued to listen. As I
listened, I discovered that Howard
Stern was mocking the Ku Klux
Klan for its ridiculousness.
The next day Stem ridiculed
the black: rioters. In fact, in his
book:, Private Parts, he asserts that
the rioters had "no political
agenda" and that theriot itself was
nothing more than a "shopping
spree."
The following week:, Stern
verbally assaulted a French discjockey. He claimed the French
must be stupid if they think Jerry
Lewis has genius. He rebuked the
French nation for producing war
time supplies for the Germans
duringWorldWarli. Hcrailcdon
the French for denying the Umtcd
States the right to tly over France
to attack Iraq.

and everybody. He admits to h1s
universal disgust in Private Parts:
"A list of my least favorite peoples,
in ascending order: I. Ze French
2. The Filipinoes 3. Everybody
else."
Understanding that Howard
Stern levels and equalizes all
people is essential to judging him
with objectivity.
He is not a great wit, but he is
funny. Stem has a list ofquestions
he would like to ask assorted celebrities. The question for Arsenio
Hall is "Are you mad at your
dentist?"
He is not brilliant, but he is
smart. John Tesh noted Stem's
intelligence during their interview
on Entertainment Tonight. Stern
flaunts his literary knowledge
when he suggests that Kathy Lee
Gifford should name her baby
Beelzebub and refers to his lesbian guests as the Sisters of
Sappho.
He is not this generation's
greatest social commemator, but
he docs produce some sound insight. He is offensive, but his
irreverent offensiveness encourages thought. In the chapter entitled "Black and Blue Like Me,"
Stern explains his secret to life:
''Enjoy, even if you're not enjoying. Stop looking for a big bang,
stop looking for some kind of excitement. H you can't go along
with the rules, you're a misfit.
Expect to be beaten by the police.
It' s like going on a diet. The secret
to losing weight is to keep y<,ur

looking. ridiculously tall, frizzyhaired nerd He jokes about having anal worms. getting beat up,
obsessively masterbating, and
being called a "moron" by h1s
father
As an autobiographic work,

Pnvate Parts bears little
rcssemblance to Mary McCarthy's
How I Grew in which McCarthy
declares that she wholly comprehended her intellectual superior
ity over other people at the age of
five. Howard Stem makes no pre-

tensions about being the type of
flawless person which David
McColloch claims Harry Truman
to be. While Stem exposes himself
a:; patheuc, he 1nspires pathos in his
audience. He emerges the hero of
people who sometimes fan.

Philadelphia explores homophobia

Beckett feels betrayed. He also Throughout the trial, Beckett is
feels he has been discriminated shown slowly withering away to
Transition is the name of the against. He must now find a law
nothing. Even the shots of the
game for director Jonathan yer who will take his case. After Wyant Wheeler partners listenDcmmc. After sending chills visiting nine lawyers. Beckett ing to the trial, shows them feelthrough moviegoers bodies with visits one last lawyer, Joe Miller, ing for the AIDS-ridden Beckett.
Tom Hanks' portrayal of AIDS
Silence ofrhe Lambs. Demme re- played by Denzel Washington.
turns to the screen with a remarkWhile the two shake hands, infected Andrew Beckett 1s exable. daring look at one man's Beckett mforms Miller how he ceptional. Hanks takes a huge
struggle with AIDS.
wants to bring up a suit agrunst h1s chance with this part, and nses to
Andrew Beckett, played by e:\-firm for firing him because he the occasion. He h<ts also starred
T o m
has AIDS. in lilms such ciS Sluplns in SeHanks. is a
M i I I c r attle, A League of thetr Own. and
quickly pulls Bachelor Part) Not since Every
top lawyer
ina top firm
h1s
hand Time We Sa\' Goodbye( 1986) has
Phi/delphia is not only about
in Philidelaway. He de- Hanks taken a step on the serious
AIDS, but also about the
phia. He
clines the s1de
Denzel Washington has quihal) just
case on that
world's continued fear and
etly
risen up to the ranks of one of
day. only to
b e e n
hatred
towards
homosexuals.
the
best actors in Hollywood.
awarded
say yel> tu
Wash1ngton
's portrayal of a law·
the most
Beckett when
ycr
who
at
first,
struggles to idenhe sees him
important
tify
with
his
chcnt.
then overcase of his
being d1s
comes
hi!.
fear
of
homosexuals.
career by the elder partners in the criminated against by a law li
fim1. To the partners, everything brarian. Beckett is asked to sll to g1vc his client every chance to
is going well for Andrew Beckett, alone in a scperate room in the win the trial Washington's perexcept for one thing hehasAlDS; library. This is when Miller takes fonnancc overshadows Hanks
performance
they know nothing about it.
the case.
Director lonathan Dcmmc
Everyone in the firm is clueless
pullo; moviegoers in to fl-'CI fnr the
up to this point about what is occhawcters in th1:; film . l>emmc ic,
curring in Beckett's body until
one of the senior ~rtncrs sees u
KS
s ore
~~~~~~- ~~.a~~~ffilgt
l'lllld<'iphia b not only uoout
The most offens1 ve topic, dis- When Beckett is questioned about the film progresses.
object of disgust. Critics of
Philidelpllia docs not turn into AIDS, but al o uhout the world':;
Howard Stem labelled him raCISt, cussed by Stem throughout Private the odd bruise on his forehead. he
sexist, homophobic. zenophobic, Parts and on his radio program. simply replies by saying,"l was JUSt another courtroom drama. continued fear and hatred towards
a hater of animals. Anything. By concerns himself. He laughs about hit in the head by a racquethall." Denzel Washington brings fresh- homosexuals.
Washington and Hanks give
ln a matter of minutes. Beckett ness to the courtroom reminiscontinuously paying attention to being a horrendously ugly teenthe "shock joel<." I began to be- ager. The book teems with pic- goes fromatopac;sociatcin the firm cent of AI Pacino' s performance memorable performances in this
in And Justice For All ..• fantastic film.
lieve that he just hates everything tures ofStern as a gawky. clumsy- to an unemployed Philidelphian.

Christopher M. Green

Stoff Wrfter

-

.SUBWAV"
381-2424
ft

Oeliuery Hours
5pm - 1am
5pm - 2am
5pm - 12am

To benefit

RainbowBabies and CbildrensHospital

Mon-Thurs
Fri-Sat
Sun

and

six inch

Make-A-Wish Foundation@ of Northeast Ohio
Activities: Plan game~. eVl'nts and theme~ for the dancer.. participallon m coopemtion with the public relations

commiiii!C
Booklet: Publish a program for the Marathon. Includes selling advertisements to area merchant~. university

departments, patrons and studcm organizalions
Booth: Encountgc studl!nt organizations to sponsor concesl>ion stands and games during thl! Wl!ckcnd
Couples: Rcsponsibk' for all dance couples prior to and during the event. distribute Marathon T-shins. register
dancers and mfonn dancers of the weekends activities
First Aid: Attend to minor medical needs of the dancers dunng the event
Food: Arrange meals and snacks for the dancers
Ftwdraising: Rabc fund.~ from urea merchanls, Alumni and anyone willing to donate'
Physical: Physical preparatron (decorations. clean up. etc.) for the weekend
Prize: Solicitc pnzes from area merchants and anyone willing to share
Publicity: Puhlicisc all advcnisments and promotional activities for the event
Public Re/olio11s: Arr.mgc disc JOCkics and celebrity personalities to make guest appearances during the event
m cooperation with the themes and games of the acuvities committee

-------------------,..-----------Name
_____________________________________
Phone ------------------

Address or Box #

Committee of interest
Please retum to Lisa Heckman;, the Dea" of Studmts Office by Friday. February II, 1994

Cold Cut Combo

$1.79

footlong

$3.39

(ham, salami, bologna All turke) based)

Spicy Italian

$2.69

$3.99

$2.89

$4.19

(genoa salami, pepperoni)

BMT

(ham, genoa salami, pepperoni, bologna)

Subway Club

$2.99

$4.39

$2.99

$4.59

(roast beef. turkey. ham)

Steak & Cheese

cht.'CS~omon~·lcttucc•lomatocs•p•ckles

FREE Fixins
011 request

green peppcr~·olives•salt•peppcr- 01!
mustard•mayonnaisc•hot peppcrs•vinegar

---------,--------,

~ ~~~~~..

I _ .:::'~~~~~~ _

:I

Bu~r ~9¢ 1

:I

Buy any footlong sub or large
salad & medium drink and I
1 get a 2nd footlong sub of 1
Sub or Platter I equal or les<:er value for 99c I
I Party Giant
\'>lid Oft ddhoocry only
V•lld aa clrlnuy oaly
(lgo <""!'00 ""C1ISIIImCf ,., OWL
I
One COUl"''' per~· 1''1 nul
_j
L-~~~~~~----~~~~~~-

r1

$5 0 FF
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Tales from other campus fronts
THURSDAY, 27
Meeting, Commuter
Association. 5 p.m. in AD

248.
Meeting, Food Committee, 6:30 p.m. in the
cafeteria.
Meeting, Senior Trip, 7
p.m. in the SAC Conference Room.
Spring Social, Christian
Life Community, 8 p.m. in
the President's Dining
Room.
Meeting, American
Marketing Association, 8
p.m. in AD 258.
Fiction Reading pre-

sented by Carroll Quarterly, 8 p.m. in the Jardine
Room.
Meeting, lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship, 9:30
p .m. in Saint Francis
Chapel.

FRIDAY,28
MultHingual PtWdl Gras, 510 p.m. in the Murphy Room,
free food, entertainment,
exhllils and music, sponSOied by the Department of
Modem and Classical
Languages and Cultures and
lntemallonaJ Studies.
a... 7 p.m in Gauzman
p.m. In the Wolf-n- Pot.

SA'I!URDAY, 29
Icebreaker, Black United
Students Association, 9
p.m. in the Murphy Room.

SUND.AY,30
Intramural Co-JEd Volleyball, 6 p.m in the RecPtex.

Take a brief look at what's
happening on other college
campuses across the nation.
ITHACA, NY -- In ar agreement w1th Stevens & Thompson
Paper Co.. Ithaca College has arranged for its waste paper to be
recycled into toilet paper wh1ch
the college will buy back at a low
rate. Hopefully, most of the
190,000 pounds of waste paper
the college disposes of each year
will be recycled through this program.
DAYTON, OH --According
to a study by Mead General Data
and the University of Dayton Law
School, law students will soon be
required to bring network-ready
notebook computers to class to
download notes from a data screen
while the professor lectures. Also,
law students as well as faculty will
be able to make greater use of
databases to research cases and
form electronic study groups with
students at other law schools.
Current plans call for the University of Dayton to break ground in
1995 on a $20 mmion law school
and library that will be a model for
high-tech legal education. Mead
General Data sells on-line legal
databases.

nation's largest prize tor innovation. Also included in the program are 10 research fellowships
for graduate students and eight
other awards for undergraduate
MIT students.
PHILADELPHIA, PA --Due
to cutbacks in defense spending,
naval base shipyard workers are
finding themselves back in school
thanks to a four school partnership. Included in the program are
Drexel University, Delaware
County Community College,
Community College of Pennsylvania and Camden County College. The retraining program will
offer courses ranging from high
school equivalency to professional
and masters studies. Since last
September, over 5,000 former
shipyard and base employees have
been offered courses.

HAYWARD, CA -- For the
first time at California State
Hayward, 51.4 percent of the
Mudcnt body is ethnic n11noriucs
and 48.6 percent arc Caucasian.
That minority enrollement has
grown from 36.5 percent of the
total in 1984.

W ASIDNGTON, DC-- On a
national level, the American
Council on Education reported that
enrollment at public and private
college was down fort he fall 1993
term. In many cases, state budget
cutbacks have been severely felt
by universities and passed-on to
the students in the increased tuition. This has been true for both
four and two-year institutions.
Tennessee and Georg1a both reported increases in enrollment in
public institutions. Generally the
more stable school were the private ones.

CAMBRIDGE, MA --A new
multimillion dollar program has
been created to encourage innovation. The Lemelson-MIT Prite
is worth $500,000 which is the

TALLAHASSEE, FL -Florida State University has developed an identification/credit
card that allows students to pay
tuition. buy food and clothes, make

question of the week:

long-dtstance calls and even get
money from a teller machine. This
debit card operates through Tallahassee State Bank. Soon
FSUCard holders will be able to
receive their financial aid awards
directly into the1r account. Currently, res1dence hall doors are
being fitted wnh card readers to
allow students to open the outside
door of the hall with their
FSUCard. FSUCard is the first
fully intergrated identification/
banking system. This summer,
the university plans to set up a
kiosk in a local mall to make financial information, transcripts,
admission requirements, etc.
available with the touch ofa screen.
STANFORD, CA -- Two
graduate students have started a
fan club for who else but senior
policy
advisor
George
Stephanopoulos. Membership
includes a quarterly newsletter,
the Stephanopouletter. Also being marketed is a line ofT-shirts.

MIAMI, FL -- Two Florida
International University students
have created a computerized admissions application which involves students filling out information from a diskeue and then
mailing it back to the university.
The program is designed to save
time used to type the applications
into the system as well as money
since diskettes are cheaper to mail.
PRINCETON,NJ -- 300male
and female students streaked the
campus to celebrate the first
snowfall of winter. The Nude
Olympics, as the event is referred
to, draws local clothed spectators
as well as tabloid television shows.
Problems have arisen in recent
years with students becoming intoxicated before the run and
passing out naked in the cold.

''What is your New Years

Meeting, Black United
Students Association, 4:45
p.m. in the Jardine Room.

WEDNFSDAY,2
Society, 5 p.m. in
Marinello Little Theatre.
Meeting, Sailing Club, 9
p.m. In O'Dea Room #4.

SAN MARCOS, TX - In an
effon to find a baby to adopt, a
couple ran an advcrtisment in the
Dailt Unl\:ersity Star. Southwest
Texas State University's newspaper. They follow the lead of many
couples who have turned to advenising in college newspapers to
find a baby. The couples often
work in conjunction with an attorney in an effort to avoid the
time involved with an agency.
UNIVERSITY PAR~ PA To provide an alternative housing
opportunity to students, Penn Stat~
administrators have established a
drug and alcohol free LIFE House
in one of the dorms. Residents
sign a contract to live in an environment free of controlled substances.
ANNANDALE-ONHUDSON, NY - Applicants of
Bard College can find out almost
immediately if they have been
accepted. Through its Immediate
Decision Plan, prospective students attend a seminar and are
interviewed by an admissions
counselor. Applicants then receive a decision on the spot.
LINCOLN, NB --In December, the University of NebraskaLincoln graduated its oldest student, Mary Robinson, at the age of

gg-_ "'M'r:.. m>Brrtib'n '1efrfc1loo

~in

1926 only to return 67 years later
lo finally earn her degree.
Robinson had completed her
course work but still needed 22
elective hours to graduate. It was
discovered that Robinson's volunteer work as well as her research on her family's history could
be translated to college hours.
Comptltd from .wr and wire repons.

Did you know?

leSOlutton?'

MONDAY~31

Meeting, Little Theatre

Some joggers took precautions by
donning hats, gloves and shoes.

Sherry Lucchetti

Karen Thompson

Becca Loving

Freshman
"Get straight A's this
semester."

Freshman
"Go rock climbing."

Freshman
"Not to make resolutions."

Approximately 1.4 million adults are unable to
read a bus schedule, locate an Intersection on a
map or determine the
difference In price between two Items. According to United Way,
Illiteracy costs U.S. businesses and taxpayers 20
billion dollars annually.

Ifyou would like to be a
literacy tutor. please call
the Ohio Uteracy Network
at 1-800-228-READ.

Events for the
calendar must be
submitted to the
Features Editor in The
Carroll 'ft."ews .office by
Monday at noon.

I'll type for you.
I'm speedy and accurate.

Call Donna
449-7766
Joe PaDzarella
Freshman
"Drink more milk."

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

Ben Smietana
Senior

Matt Clark
Junior

"Become who I am."

"No more Mr. Nice Guy."

&ALL BIRTHRIGHT
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND
228·5998
486-2800

~by loon

Danhltes

PARMA
661-6400

HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900

WORLD VIEW
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Twelve
Tickets to
Belize,
Please
Jeff Walker
World View Editor

It is like no course you have
ever taken. It can count for credit
in sociology. political science,
economics and some foreign language. It involves community service, hands-on learning in regards
to large scaledevelopment projects
and a reaction paper focusing on
these topics. Iris a course based on
the vision of a single professor of
sociology who is also the director

of International Studies, Dr.
Verghese Chirayath.
Oh, by the way, it also involves
a trip to the foreign country of
Belize.
FromJan.3-14,eightstudents
and four members of the faculty
from John Carroll University
traveled to the country of Belize,
bordered by Mexico, Guatemala
and the Caribbean Sea on the
northeastern coast of South
America.

9

I
The eight students and four faculty members of the 1994 trip to Belize proudly display a John
Carroll pennant in the office of the U.S. ambassador, Eugene Scussa.

In the first week, they visited a
sugarcane farm and a shrimp farm
to study the economic and industrial processes invol ved.They also
met with some very important
people from the U.S. Peace Corps,
the Belize Chamber of Commerce
and Industry and the staff and
residents of the Belizean zoo.
They also met with the U.S.
ambassador to Belize, Eugene
Scassa, to discuss some of the
relations between the two nations

from a political, economic and
cultural perspective.
The next week included a visit
to St. John's College, where the
group met with Jesuit volunteers.
They were then briefed about their
visitto themassive Hydroelectric
project that is an effort to provide
electric power utilizing the natural resource of water. When completed, it will be the largest station
of its kind in Beli1.e.
The group then traveled to a

refugee community and an exotic
Mayan ruins site. Tours of several
different types of farms followed,
including a meat processing plant,
a chicken hatchery and a visit to
the Beli7.e College of Agriculture.
The trip concluded with an extensivetourofBeli ze City, including a National Assembly, a look at
a vaultofhistorical documents and
a final shopping spree before returning to the lovely, it not quite
exotic. city of Cleveland.

An Old Problem Haunts Somalia
Keith B. Richburg
®1 994, The Washington Post

-

BAlDOA, Somalia- More than
a year after U.S. Marines arrived to
help alleviate famine here, outlying
villages are suffering a crop shortage so severe that the United Nations
and private relief agencies once
more are mobilizing to distribute
food.
---~-tn,.uhl.!iAigeis~~~·

rainfall and recent inter-clan fighting that has damaged fields and
food stocks. In a battle late last
year, villagers feuding over stolen
camels burned each other's fields
and grain storage sites, relief
workers said.
Some villages north and west of
Baidoa have only enough food for
15 to 30 days, relief officials said,
with winter harvests in some areas
only 40 percent of the norm. Having seen little rain, many farmers
did not plant, preferring to save
their seed for the more important
summer growing season.
Relief workers said the current
food shortage is nowhere near the
staggering proportions of the famine in 1992 that filled Baidoa with
starving, skeletal people who fled
into town seeking food. News
coverage of Baidoa, where hundreds starved to death eacb day,
helped prompt the unprecedented,
U.S.-led military intervention.
The current shortage is "a food
deficil, not a famine," said Anne
Morris, the deputy team leader here
ofCARE. "Food will run out by the
end of February" in the worst-hit
areas, she said. This time aid
agencies will notdistributefood for
freebutwillestablishfood-for-work
programs in affected villages to
prevent an exodus, relief workers
said. They said the January-February harvest is normally small,
yielding only about 20 percent of
the year's total.
A draft U.N. report being circulated among relief groups paints a

more severe picture, saying gains
made in the year-long international
intervention in Baidoa risk being
lost. Still, relief workers and others
say it is difficult to estimate the
severity of the new shortage because there are no accurate population statistics for most villages and
because village and clan elders tend
to exaggerate the suffering to get
1ftOI&II1tt.o

p

..,

Still, the aid workers and Somalileaderssaidtheyhavenodoubt
th'at the current food shortage is
severe and people are hungry in
some pockets. "It's very serious,"
said Ibrahim Ali Bayow, chairman
of the newly created Baidoadistrict
council. "We need help," he said.
"We are standing at a dangerous
point."
The new food shortage means
aid groups are again concentrating
on feeding hungry people at a time
wbenmanyhadhopedtoshiftaway
from emergency relief and toward
reconstruction and development.
"Everybody'sdisappointedthatwe
havetodofoodagain,"saidBeverly
Irwin of the California-based relief
group World Vision.
The shortage also raises the
question whether the overall Somaliproblemcanbesolvedaseasily
astheU.N.leadershiphassuggested
in recent months by holding up
Baidoaasamodel. When the United
Nations' effort in Mogadishu last
summer got sidetracked by its
conflict with Somali faction leader
Mohammed Farah Aideed, U.N.
officialsheldupBaidoaasasuccess
story. Here, removed from the
guerrilla war in the capital, they
suggested, security and prosperity
had been restored. When Secretary
General Boutros Boutros-Ghali
visited Somalia last fall, he made
Baidoa the centerpiece of his.lrip.
Many relief workers now say
thedeclarationofsuccessmayhave
been premature. After more than
two years of anarchy, they say, it

will take at least that long to rebuild
basicinfrastructureandgivefarmers
enough food stocks to cushion
against new drought and poor harvests. And the banditry and clan
fights still have not disappeared.
even with the presenceoflhousands
ofU.N. troops.
The situation in Baidoa has improved dramatically from its days
asjiij o m 1a ss
ng.
The aid agencies' feeding centers
all have closed, schools have reopened, the U.N.-formed district
council and police force are operating - albeit still without much
funding or equipment - and the
stench of death that once permeated the town has lifted.
The foreign troops have forced
bandsofSomaligunmen, whoonce
terrorized residents and relief
agencies, out of town. But lately,
even the veneer of security in town
has been shattered by a series of
bombings at Christmas, the shooting this month of a World Food
Program guard during a carjacking
on the town's main street, and the
prospect that the U.N. security force
throughout Somaliawill be severely
weakened when U.S. and European
troops pull out in March.
Following the Christmas Eve
bombings at the offices of the
Catholic ReliefServices and an Irish
charity, the Indian brigade now assigned here advised relief agencies
to place sandbagged lookout points
on their roofs. Initially, the bombings were blamed on Muslim fundamentalists believed unhappy over
Christmas celebrations. But, relief
officials and others now say they
believe supporters of Aideed's
Somali National Alliance militia
may have been trying to warn the
UnitedNationsnottoregardBaidoa
as a region of tranquility to which
U.N. operations might be moved
from Aideed's stronghold in south
Mogadishu.
This month, U.N. officials and

Indian officers reported that an estimated 500 activists of Aideed's
facl ion have arrived from
Mogadishu and have been attempting to win recruits by warning that the United Nations soon
will be leaving Somalia and that
Somalis should jotn Aideed's faction to avoid retribution.
John Rwambuya, the top U.N.
o Cf in B:iidoa. safd rfleft' message to Somalis is that "the United
Nations is leaving, and people who
want to save their skins should join
the [Somali National Alliance]
now."
Most foreigners here now observe a strict nighttime curfew and
some said they are still deciding
whether to temporarily leave the
country around the end of March,
when the last U.S. and European
troops are scheduled to be out of
'

Mogadtshu. March 31 is now
widely seen as a psychological
turning point thai many here fear
will lead to new violence that the
remaining U.N. troOps. from developing countries, may be less
equipped to contain.

It may not keep
yoa--w.aaua enous.tt

to come to school,
but it might keep
your carpet dry
from that messy,
slushy stuff.

The Carroll
News
Just call it Mat.

CAREER FAIR
Febru(lry 7, 1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount BroketSM is

looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,

general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on February 7, 1994.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

~OLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

..
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Carroll men take
lead in OAC race
Vzctories over Hiram and ONU leave Streaks with sole possession offirst
Heather Hlousek
~s1onl

Sports Edtlor

John Carroll students participated this week in a welcome back
to school with events planned by
the Student Union that were
weather pennitting. The men's
basketball team faced the week by
playing two of the top teams in the
Ohio Athletic Conference.
On Wednesday the team played
a home game against Hiram, one
of the three teams tied with JCU
for first place of the Ohio Athletic
Conference.
On a day that was the coldest in
history. the Carroll gym was creating heat.
Thematchupended with a close
score, as one would imagine a
game would be between two top
teams.
The Blue Streaks seemed to be
in control in the first half, shooting 54% from the field with a 4328 halftime lead.
Coach Mike Moran was
pleased with the first half of basketball.
"We played a sound first half,
possibly the best half of basketball we've played."
r-~---~Htram did not give up. They
came out in the second half and
created a close game.
The Blue Streaks had trouble
with Hiram's Steve Aemmg, who
went on a hot streak in the second
half.

The game became too close for
comfort in the last 10 seconds
with JCU ahead 81-80. Red hot
Fleming went up for a shot, but
John Carroll junior Shannon
Vickers, who had twelve points.
got a piece of the shot.
Hiram then fouled Carroll's
Ketth Hocevar, who sank the free
throws, putting Carroll up 83 80.
Hiram's Fleming made a free
throw, but it wasn't enough to get
the win.
Moran said the team hung in
and he was glad that the clock ran
out.
Hocevar was the leading scorer
for the Streaks with 24 points,
while Bronson Cudgel added 17.
Moran said that the team played
in good and bad spurts, and luckily there were more good spurts.
The win over Hjram moved
John Carroll into sole possession
of first place.
On Saturday the defending
NCAA Divjsion ill champs, Ohio
Northern, visited Carroll gym, for
what would likely be another close
game.
Once again the Blue Streaks
had their work cut out for them.
T! was a two po1n1 game for
mostoflhe first half with the teams
going into halftime tied.
Both teams came out in the
second half ready to play. The
game remained close until a
charging foul was called. Then

JCU freshman Joey Btgler hit a 3point shot. These events seemed
to be the turning point, giving
Carroll the momentum.
Finally, Carroll went on a run
which didn't let up until the end of
the game with John Carroll winning 89-81 The Blue Streaks
shot 64.5% from the noor in the
second half.
John Carroll junior Shannon
Vickers. had 16 points and 10
rebounds, and played an outstanding game, according to Moran.
Senior John Bufford was 7 of
II from the floor for a total of 19
points, and had 8 assists.
Moran srud, "Bufford had an
outstanding game. He had a quiet
game, but it made an impact."
The win against Oruo Northern
helped JCU remain in sole possession of first place with a 11-5,
8-2 in the OAC record.
On Wednesday the team traveled to Baldwin Wallace to play
the second place Yellow Jackets.
Hopefully the team's recent success will continue.
They recently received a vote
of confidence by being ranked
third in the Great Lakes Regional
l'oll which came out on Jauary
25.

The next matchup for the
Streaks will be on Saturday when
the team travels to play Marietta.
The game is scheduled to begin at
3:00.

Si<ssy~

Senior Keith Hocevar led the Streaks to a victory over Ohio
Northern.

Lady Blue Streaks
improve to 14-2
Michele Cantamessa
staff Reporter

John Carroll University's Lady
Blue Streaks, the third-ranked
women's basketball team in the
region, practiced hard during their
Chrishnas vacation and, as a result, were victorious in tour Of~x
tough games increasing their
overall record to 14-2 and their
conference record to 8-2.
The mature varsity team is
currently in second place in the
Ohio Athletic Conference with

realistic hopes of securing a playoff spot.
Last Saturday, the Streaks invaded Ohio Northern Uruversity
in Ada, Ohio, and beat the Polar
Bears (4-12, 3-7) by a score of
61-52.
A~<""o!!:m~:r~~Or'o:o:r~f~ac'"t~or="'tn~at,.,c~o~nr.tn~b~u:r.;:te<J

to the team's success was accurate
foul shooting. Sue Zidaoic shot 6
for 6 from the line. Overall John
Carroll recorded 18 for 21 free
throws for 86%. In contrast, ONU
converted only 14 of their 23 foul
shots for 60%.
Cindy Shumaker, JCU's senior forward, led the team in
scoring with 16 points and puiJed
down I 0 rebounds.
Senior point guard Michelle
Bielozer and junior guard Darlene
Sheehan each added 11 points to
the scoreboard for Carroll wru le
Zidanic finished with 10 points
and I I rebounds.
The Lady Blue Streaks defeated
conference foes Otterbein.
Muskingum, and Heidelberg during the semester break. They also
beat Alma, but came up short
against Capital and Mount Union
for their only two losses this season. "It's good to be back to
school," said head coach
Roxanne Allen "We tend to
stumble a bit when we're out
of the routine."
On January 18, the Streaks
made it to Hiram in the biuercold
in order to defeat the Bulldogs.
The Lady Streaks play their next
game against Mariettaat2 p.m. in
Carroll Gym on Saturday, January 29th.
Allen said the upcoming game
will be a challenge .. "They
[Marietta] have lost some close
ones. We have to be prepared. but
we have the advantage of playing
on our own floor. We don'tlose
many games at home."
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CRAZY KIDS

"MRS. MURPHY'S CHOWDER"

- ·I

c;EORc;E BERSON
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Mill pack

Plateshift

S
MAYCALLIT
THE EXIT, BUT WE GO THE
EXTRA MILE

Lee

CARROLL NEWS TI.ME KILLERS
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T
46 Fed. agents:Siang
48 Intense fear
51 Olstrlbuted the can:!s
53 Not gen\Jne
54 NM car salesman's car
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59
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64
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Can you figure out what letter is supposed to replace the (?) in the above puzzle?
{Answer under crossword answer)

Born

65 Taxing org.

THE BADDD COMIK

©1992 ALL RI~HTJ
REJERVED ~FR
AJJOCIATEJ

JIM BEAM
The to p 10 reasons not co vatch

CLASSIFIEDS
Rewarding Summer
Jobs-Firefighter, tour
guide, dude ranch,
instructor, hotel staff, +
volunteer
and
government positions at
national parks. Fun Work.
Excellent benefits +
bonuses! For more details
call:206/545-4804 ext.
N5556.

fAlaska

Summer
Employment-fisheries.
· Many earn $2000+/mo.
in canneries or$3000$6000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. Many employers
provide room & board
and transportation. No
experience necessary!
For more information
call: 1-206-545-4155
ext.A5556

Rachel-We miss you!

1/27/94 BEAM

Cedar-Miramar-1-2
bedroom. Ceiling fans,
mini-blinds, ale, heat fully
carpeted, appliances,
laundry facilities. Garage
available. Must see. 6910966.
Coventry- 1-2 bedrooms.
Ceiling fans, carpet/hard
wood floors, appliances,
laundry facilities. Heat
included. Must see. 3211626.
-------l

For Sale- Tandy pocket
scientific computer PC 7
$50.00. Call486-1821.
D.M.-Heffalumps do not
like honey. -C.C.

Ifyou like Techno-music
Room for Rent- Lovely and
like
eating
Shaker Hts home in bananas ... call 397-5598.
Fernway area. Third floor. t - - - - - - - - - - j
Bath + bedroom + hall Are you interested in
$250 room or $350 room selling advertising space
+food per month. 10 min for The Carroll News?
from JCU by car. This looks great as sales
Babysitting
option or business experience on
available $5/hour Eve or a resume.
Tom 751-0065.

...._
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Swimmers prepare for Streaks
Baldwin-Wallace meet
Jamie Auricchio
Stoff Reporter

When John Carroll
Univen;ity's swimming and divtng team meets Baldwin-Wallace
on Saturday, Kerrigan-Harding
size rivalries will be rekindled.
There may not be any ex-husbands,
bodyguards or tire irons involved,
but none the less the rivalry is
there. Although Carroll has lost
only one dual meet since entering
the OAC in 1989, the closest competition has consistently come
from none other than the YeiJow
Jackets.
Ashley Maurer, the women's
junior co-captain and MVP, has
her closest races year after year
against Julie Jenks, also a junior.
"It's been that way since we were
freshmen; it's a friendly rivalry."
Eric Rapp, the men's co-caplain, didn'tsoundsofriendlywhen
speaking of his rival , Jay
Hoffstatter. While Maurer has
yet to lose against Jenks, Rapp
lost three times to Hoffstaner(two
times at last year's conference
championship). "I don't like to
talk: about Jay, I just want to beat
him," said Rapp.
Rapp will get his second
chance this week, "I've gone

faster times than him , just not
when I'm next to him."
Sophomore Dave Toth and
Junior Rich Farkas are relative
newcomers to the rivalry, but have
come to understand it's significance rather quickly.
Farkas transferred here one
year ago. Two weeks into his life
as a Carroll swimmer, he found
his BW rival, Steve Voss.
"He likes to talk a lot before a
race, let you know who he is, how
he's going to beat you; that's not
my style." Farkas said.
Toth, who transferred from
Miami University last semester,
caught on quickly as well.
"We were at the Cleveland City
Meet, I had beaten Voss in the 50
[yard free] and he edged me out in
the 100. Afterward he came up to
me and said, 'Now we're even,
freshman.' I just shook my head
and walked away."
Coach Lenhart has told his
swiinmefs to expect a close meet;
..They've gotten betteryearafteryear.
Thiswillbeanothergoo::lme.etforus."
The team has a busy two weeks
ahead of them , swim ming
Oberlin tomorrow, BaldwinWallace Saturday, Buffalo
State next Thursday, and

Wooster next Friday.
"We've got some good meets
ahead, some close ones for both
men and women. It'II be a good
warm up for OAC' s" Lenhart said.
They are coming off victories
over Case Western Reserve,
Hiram, Mount Union and Ohio
Norhtern.
"Case Western was a big win
for the men. It's the first time
we've beaten them in six or seven
years," Lenhart commented.
The team needed help from
divers Jason Cummings, Frank Di
Angelo and Sean Flaherty to pull
it out. They took 1,2,3 in both the
3 meter and I meter boards.
Aaherty and Di Angelo have
both qualified for nationals once,
according to NCAA regulations,
however, you need two qualifications to attend the national championship. Flaherty missed his
second time by 4 points last week.
"I'll get more chances, we
both will. We've got a good
chance." Flaherty said .
The end is in sight: the team
begins reducing its work load today (tapering) in preparation for
Ohio Athletic Conference Championships which are scheduled to
be held on Feb. 16, 17 and 18.

Intramural volleyball crowns champions
Colleen Creamer
Sports Editor

The intramural volleyball season came to an end shortly before
Christmas break and when the
play-offs concluded three teams
were crowned champions of their
respective divisions.
Karen Seitz's team W6 took
first in the women's division by
compiling a unblemished regular
season record of 8-0.
Brian Dirk's team N3 captured
the men's title by upsetting the
men's volleyball club team led by
Travis Lattimore who compiled
an 8-0 record during the regular
season.
The co-ed champion was team
B4 led by Greg Weischaar. They
finished the season with a 4-l
record.

A second co-ed volleyball sea-

son is currently in progress and
sign-up sheets and schedules are
available at the intramural office
in the recplex.
Champions;
Womens Division: W6
Captain: Karen Seitz
Kim Weldon
Amy Burgess
Charise Brigee
Linda Iekal
Angel Koss
Meg Nicholson
Janine Radice
Angela Rochowiak
Chrissy Bergold
AmyRak
Kathy Keough
Angela Stazzone
Valerie Kepner
Bridget Jordan

Men's Division: N3
Captain: Brian Dirk
Chris Sito
Michael DuBois
Michael Ugljesa
Robert Wagoner
Mark Carlson
Mark Vasiliauskas
John Timminelli
Matt Bittner
Dale HaJJ

Co-ed Division: B4
Captain: Greg Weisehaar
Lisa Corcoran
MikeZucal
Janelle Albritton
Rose Abood
Annmarie Pascale
Keith Machalec
Rick Roman

Lisa Lombardi
The senior member of
the diving team placed
first in the 1 and 3 meter
diving competitions at
Case Western Reserve
and Mount Union last
week. She also placed
first in the 3 meter during
the home meet with Hiram
last Wednesday.

Matt Durbin
Stoff Reporter

While most John Carroll students were at home thoroughly
enjoying tb,e relaxina. Chris~
vacatjon, the Carroll wrestlers
were busy touring the country
finding the best competition
available.
From their 2-2 record at the
hastily arranged Aorida Open to
their respectable sixth place finish
at the Division ill National Dual
Wrestling Championships in
Ithaca, New York . the wrestlers
proved that they can compete with
the best that Division ill has to
offer.
"We get the best competition
we can find to get the guys ready
for the conference tournament and
the national qualifier," said
head coach Kerry Volkmann.
"And we have wrestled exceptionally well against some

EARN $10 AN HOUR

Full Time Paid Summer Internships

464-6755: Ask for lauren

marketing programs inc
2321 5 Commerce Park Road
Beachwood

Theseniorcenterofthe
basketball team led the
squad to two key victories
last week over Hiram and
Ohio Northern propeling
the Streaks into first place
in the OAC. During the
two game span, Hocevar
shot 15 of 20 from the
field.

top rate competition."
Indeed the wrestlers bave
shown their mettle in Division ill,
currently holding a ninth place

J'AAk.in& !~ tb~. na~elli.l!.O~~ve!.;

agamstlSivision ±competillon, tile
Blue Streaks have come up short,
as evidenced by losses to both
Cleveland State and Miami University by scant margins, and its
average showing at the Redskin
Open (Miami, OH) Saturday.
placing just three wrestlers.
The grapplers were led by
junior Bob Bartos' second place
finish while senior Sean Pellerite
and standout sophomore Jason
Kessen also turned in fine perfonmances in placing third and fourttl
respectively, Kessen improving
his record to a team high 23-9.
"Overall I felt that we wrestled
pretty well, but we still have room
to improve," said assistant coach
Walt Karrenbauer.
The Streaks, 6-5, are idle this
weekend before beginning their
homestand February 3 against 13th
ranked Mount Union.
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Hands-On Sales/Marketing Experience

Successful Candidates:

Keith Hocevar

Wrestlers compete
with the best

Marketing Majors

Our Client: A Major Regional Bank.
Learn principles of cross selling
Evenings I Weekends: 15 hrs a week.

of the week

SUNDAY
JANUARY30

4:30PM

S20 AD\IISSIO\ Includes FOOD &BEER!

~

=~·{;:1

13179 Calar Rd., Cleveland Hts. 932·6999

Interested "
in sports?
Come to
The Carroll
News and
inquire
about being an assistant sports
editor.
.J

